
                                                                                                       

   

 

                                             Terms and conditions  
 

All images on this site are the copyright property of Philip Enticknap Photography and 
protected by UK and International copyright laws. No Images are in the Public Domain.  

No copying or digital download reproduction or manipulation is permitted without the specific 
consent of Philip Enticknap. Use of an image for any commercial and personal application 
without permission is a violation of our copyright. We employ sophisticated web image 
tracking software to locate and prosecute copyright infringers. 

Image licensing  

Images are licensed on a Rights Managed or Royalty Free basis depending on the clients 
intended project. Rights Managed defines a fee that will cover the use of the image for a 
specific time period and type of usage. Royalty Free is a much higher fee and covers the use 
of the image in as many applications required in perpetuity (Please note that not all images 
are available RF) 

Images maybe supplied if required initially to the client as low-resolution watermarked files 
for selection. Images will then be supplied as a high-resolution file on request.  

Images are supplied on a non-exclusive basis. Wherever possible published images will not 
be supplied to other Philip Enticknap Photography’ clients whose product would cause a 
conflict of interest during the time frame of the client’s license. However, where we have 
placed images with third party agencies, we cannot always guarantee that this will be 
possible.  

The client is granted permission to store the images on their internal database for the 
duration of the project after which they should delete them. The images may not be passed 
on to any third party other than the client’s printers, designers, advertising agency etc. Who 
will delete the images from their database following reproduction  

Unless advised otherwise images are supplied without intellectual property release rights or 
model released in the case of people within the image. Clients should satisfy themselves 
that they have the relevant permissions in place before publishing the images. Philip 
Enticknap Photography cannot be held responsible for any issues with third parties 
that might arise.   
 
The client will notify Philip Enticknap Photography of confirmation of publication of the 
images and supply a sample copy (this maybe done electronically) of the relevant 
reproduction. A credit line “Photo or © Philip Enticknap should be printed under the 
published image. 
 



An Invoice will be issued on publication of the images for the appropriate fee which may be 
paid by bank transfer within 7 days.  
 
Philip Enticknap photography images that are licensed from a third-party photo library/ agency 
are subject to the terms and conditions of the relevant library /agency. 
 

Prints  

Philip Enticknap Photography facilitates the production of bespoke prints and framing via it’s 
relationship with it’s photo lab party vendors. 

Following selection of print size and frame an invoice will be submitted to the customer 
which must be paid by bank transfer or Pay -Pay (details will be provided) prior to 
production. 

Finished products will be shipped direct from the photo lab to the customer. 

Philip Enticknap offers a 30 day returns policy and refund if for any reason the customer is 
not satisfied with the finished product. The customer must return the product suitably 
package to Philip Enticknap Photography to facilitate the refund.   

Prints and other products that are purchased via third party websites as shown on the 
“Prints” page of this website are subject to the terms of business of that supplier.   

Social Media  

Philip Enticknap Photography frequently posts images on social media and these images 
maybe shared within the social media platforms. However, they may not be downloaded or 
shared for any commercial or private use without the specific consent of Philip Enticknap.  

 

 

  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


